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Star Athlete Vido Signs With Patriots

Barry Vido became the first Albany State football player in the program's five-year history to sign a professional contract. Vido, a 6-foot-1, 220-pound running back, signed with the New England Patriots of the American Football League.

"It was a choice of either New England or Cleveland," said Vido, "and the Patriots offered me the better contract and the brighter prospect of starting. I wanted to remain in the Northeast and the Patriots are in that area." Vido, who was a three-year varsity player at Albany State, was the team's most valuable player in 1975.

The contract Vido signed called for a base salary of $7,500, plus $600 for first year, $900 for second year, and $1200 for third year, with a $1500 bonus if he made the regular season roster. Vido, who was a first team All-SUNYAC selection last year, was also a member of the All-State team.

"I'm very happy with the way things turned out," said Vido. "I wanted to remain in the Northeast and the Patriots are a good organization." Vido, who was a third-team All-State selection in 1974, said he hopes to make the regular season roster and contribute to the team's success.

SA To Fight 9% Board Hike

Student Association President Tom Forer has communicated his intention to fight the board's proposed 9% increase in tuition and fees.

The Student Association, who has been taking a leading role in the tuition increase controversy, is composed of the five undergraduate student senators and four of the five undergraduate students who serve on the Board of Directors. The Student Association has been opposed to the tuition increase, and is preparing to take legal action to challenge the hike.

"The board's action is simply an example of the kinds of actions that have been taken in the past," said Forer. "We believe that the tuition increase is not in the best interests of the students, and we are preparing to take legal action to challenge the hike." Forer said that the Student Association will file a lawsuit to challenge the increase.

Rudy Vido, who led Albany State's Danes to an undefeated season, has signed with the New England Patriots.

In Robert Meyer

Rudy Vido, chairman of the Department of Sociology, will not seek another term on the faculty. Meyer, who has served as chairman for the past ten years, said that he was stepping down to devote more time to his writing and research.

"I have been fortunate to have had the opportunity to serve as chairman," said Meyer. "I have enjoyed the experience, and I am looking forward to the new challenges that lie ahead." Meyer, who is a sociologist by training, has been an influential figure in the Albany State community.

"I would like to thank the faculty for their support," said Meyer. "I have enjoyed working with them, and I am looking forward to their continued success." Meyer said that he will continue to be active in the Albany State community, and that he will continue to contribute to the Department of Sociology.

"I would like to express my gratitude to the students," said Meyer. "I have enjoyed working with them, and I am looking forward to their continued success." Meyer said that he will continue to be active in the Albany State community, and that he will continue to contribute to the Department of Sociology.
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**George Plimpton Fuses Reality with Fantasy**

By Richard Nordwall

George Plimpton, the writer and sports journalist, is an American cultural phenomenon. His life is a blend of fiction and reality, as he has written about his experiences in various roles, from journalist to athlete. Plimpton's life has been a series of calculated risks, and his resume includes a variety of occupations, from sports writing to acting.

Plimpton is known for his Gonzo journalism, a style of writing that combines the personal experience of the writer with the reporting of objective news or documentary information. His book "The Penguin Blues" is a collection of his writings about his experiences with the New York Yankees baseball team.

Plimpton's life has been a series of calculated risks, and his resume includes a variety of occupations, from sports writing to acting. He has been a journalist, a writer, and an athlete, and his experiences have been documented in his books and articles.

Plimpton's life has been a series of calculated risks, and his resume includes a variety of occupations, from sports writing to acting. He has been a journalist, a writer, and an athlete, and his experiences have been documented in his books and articles.
Performance Improved by TM, Say Meditators

There is not a course that nobody fails. It is the nature of the human mind to think that it eventually impresses it upon a person. However, surveys show that the success rate of college campuses is not too high. This failure rate has been a topic of concern in the United States. Mikulas who says that in a community it is not particularly expected that a person will not fail. They say that their grades go down when they are not doing well in their classes, and that because they have not only one class. But, there are also other factors that can contribute to one's inability to meet academic standards. For instance, a person may not be able to study effectively due to stress, or they might not have enough time to devote to their studies. It is important to note that there are many reasons why a person might struggle in college, and it is not necessarily a reflection of their intelligence or ability. It is possible to improve one's performance by taking active steps to address the issues that are preventing success. This can include seeking help from a tutor, joining a study group, or making adjustments to one's study habits. By addressing these issues, a person can increase their chances of academic success.
Pictures talk. Some little boys don't.

Some little boys do have special skills. Some have special talents, but it's not always easy for them to express themselves. They might find it difficult to talk or to share their feelings. But that doesn't mean they can't communicate in other ways. They might use gestures, facial expressions, or even simple actions to convey their thoughts and emotions.

Your turn! What can you do to help a little boy express himself?
Stealing From Peter

Central Council voted Wednesday night, and so they thought to recommend that all students cut back on the number of courses they could enroll in. The bill was introduced by Chancellor John Fisher, who was concerned that the bill would be a change in policy, and that no two students should be cut on both sides of the issue. There is no indication that the dollar amount on the side of the issue be counted on each side. There is really no system except some nonsense about "at least thirty hours a week" if people are expected to cut 30% on their grade point index, Council's action will only aggravate the situation. If Council deserves it, but than into their groups. Except for Department, no Chairman, no course, no professor; there is nothing this University necessary if people are expected to put out their additional time on behalf of a group. It does need reform.

There is really no system except "at least thirty hours a week" and for positions in Student Association and its groups are inconsistent with each other. "Love of Student Educational Fund, including the League of Women Voters another federal judge, this one in Chicago, systematically discriminates against minority corruption in Smith's decision, but its impact courtroom in which John p.rlichman, Nixon's Judge John Lewis Smith, Jr., coming (ironically) only a few doors away from the renewal and continue the program. The study reports that many local officials have not, funds going to local government programs in the other states which have received revenue sharing. The federal share has been minimal. They also found that the Chicago police department uses of the funds have been devoted to needs of the community. But, said, "my love of music father heard other people sing. "I have a proposal for an Opera Workshop next year... a study of the principles of operatic singing and acting."

In Washington.

Rocky Road Ahead

For Revenue Sharing

By John Philip Shulman

Within the next few weeks, open houses will be able to offer their favorite musical instrument, which was ever to be known by the FSA New Opera, and Harper's La Commedia will be presented. The Four Star Opera is being performed by student in the music department, and La Commedia, by faculty performers. Since Demond was the Musical Director, and Joe Roach is the Technical Director.
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A Unique Treasury

King of Hearts Very Special

Engagements: To date, he has one album, entitled "Misty Modern," and four singles. One of his latest singles, "Question," has been a hit in the soul market. The song has a simple, yet effective melody and a catchy chorus.

"Question" is a song about a man who is trying to break free from the chains of his past. The lyrics are about the struggle to find oneself and the importance of self-reliance. The song has been a hit on the charts, and Betty Hutton has performed it on many different TV shows and in movies.

"Question" has been covered by many different artists, including Frank Sinatra, Billie Holiday, and Sarah Vaughan. Each version has its own unique twist, but the core message of the song remains the same. It is a song about the importance of self-discovery and the power of the human spirit to overcome any obstacle.

Betty Hutton's version of "Question" is a heartfelt and soulful performance. She sings the song with a sense of urgency and a powerful vocal delivery. The song's emotional depth is enhanced by the orchestra's lush arrangement, which creates a sense of drama and grandeur.

In conclusion, Betty Hutton's version of "Question" is a timeless classic that continues to resonate with listeners today. It is a song that encourages us to believe in ourselves and to never stop searching for the answers to life's biggest questions.
**This Weekend**

**Friday, February 14**

Valentine's Day Party: Colonial Quad Ballroom is the place to be for this party. There will be hot beer and food. Admission is $2.50 with tax card, $3.00 without tax card.

Valentine's Day Party: The party will be at the Sheraton Four Points. There will be hot beer and food. Admission is $2.50 with tax card, $3.00 without tax card.

The Fuerza Latina - Socialist Union: Film series will be shown at 8 p.m. Gabrielle Kundert and Lisa Preston from Valentine's Day Party: Stuyvesant Tower Coffee House will present Bert Rafter Coffee House. is having Eileen Decry, an Irish film, which will be shown in the Recital Hall of the Performing Arts Center, Niskayuna High School. It all takes place in the classroom.

WSUA PRESENTS ANOTHER SPORTS DOUBLEHEADER

**Friday, Feb. 14th:** 8:25 P.M. ALBANY GREAT DANES vs POTS DAM BEARS

**Saturday, Feb. 15th:** 8:25 P.M. ALBANY GREAT DANES vs OSWEGO LAKERS

**Monday, February 17**

**Movie Timetable**

**On Campus**

Albany State Cinema

Fox Colonial

Cine 1234

**Off Campus**

Circle Twin

Towne

**Puzzle Solution**

**Contest Rules**

Submit puzzle solutions to the Albany Student Press (CC334) before 3 p.m. on Monday following the Friday the puzzle appears.

**WSUA ---- THE SPORTY 640!!**

in spite of the buzz!
DO YOU GIVE A SHIT?!

Alabaster Band

Cost:
JSC — $.50
w/tax — $1.00
w/o tax — $1.50

You can come even if you didn’t fill out a computer form!

sponsored by JSC

Student Council needs students who care. If you’re interested in how your tax money is spent in or student life on this campus or in keeping an eye on FSA and the Administration, then join one of Council’s committees:

1. Administration liaison committee — shall deal with administrators, faculty and for student senators on matters pertaining to students and the administration of the University.

2. Athletic advisory board — is charged with reporting a recommended relationship between Athletic advisory board and Central Council, especially with regard to institutional control of the conduct of the intercollegiate athletic program.

3. FSA liaison committee — shall formulate and coordinate a policy toward regard to FSA on behalf of the students of the University. Shall serve as intermediary between students and FSA.

4. Finance committee — shall review all financial requests by recognized SA groups to be allotted from Emergency Spending Line, and shall also review all requests for line changes and shall submit its recommendations to Central Council.

5. Off campus student life committee — shall serve as the initiator of policies affecting off-campus students and their dealings within the University Community as well as with the broader community outside the University. It shall operate as chief receiver of grievances of off-campus students.

6. On campus student life committee — shall serve as the initiator of policies affecting on campus students and their dealings within the University Community as well as with the broader community outside the University. It shall operate as chief receiver of grievances of on-campus students.

by C.B. Santell

Dad said to the news, "You must be legal, you must be registered to be in the newspaper," and the last time I heard, the law didn’t care if you were going to be in the newspaper. So I decided to see what would happen.

I don’t know what will happen, but I’m going ahead with the experiment. If nothing else, it will be a good exercise in writing.

DO YOU GIVE A SHIT?!
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Bureau of Land Management. The conflicts between the Bureau of Mines, the National Park Service, and the Indian Bureau are also "guardian, protector" and "patron of the arts," ambassador to and from the world.

Patrimony outside work), also "guardian, protector" and "patron of the arts," ambassador to and from the world.

Bureau's relationship with the Indian became more militarized "conquered" people. Indian land, the discharge of treaty promises:

Society of Physics Students presents:

The Engineering Uses of Holography

(a lecture of interest to all segments of the University)

By John Holman, presently working for General Electric Research and Development, previously designed the optical elements of the Polaris Missile Launching System.

HOLOGRAPHY- a new tool for use in the biological and physical sciences and a new medium for the arts.

Tuesday, Feb. 18, 1975
Reception at 7:30 in Lounge PH-119
Lecture at 8:00 in LC-3
FREE - Everyone Invited

From the Frog's Mouth:

Know

The Pond

by Gene Carriger

Last Friday night, an educational study took the students from the field to the campus on the pond. The weather, although cloudy and the student exposed without any kind of "real" feet. The University's name was not ratified in December 1922. However, the Campus Center Information Desk was informed. Through the ice skating conditions, there is no ice from unseasonably cool temperatures. The surface has not been cleared from the ice. The students who took part were interviewed by the pond. These students, who are not in the way to pond conditions, are interested in ponds, etc. The pond was a source of interest for the students who took part in the pond. Last weekend, a fairly large number of people who took part were interviewed by the pond. The ice was not in the way to pond conditions, etc.

The pond was a fairly large number of students who took part on the pond for various recreational activities. The pond was a place for various recreational activities and "playing" as well as an opportunity to see the pond. There are some dangers involved in this, however. As the students who took part were interviewed by the pond, the pond was a place for various recreational activities, etc.

The pond was a fairly large number of students who took part on the pond for various recreational activities. The pond was a place for various recreational activities, etc.

The pond was a fairly large number of students who took part on the pond for various recreational activities. The pond was a place for various recreational activities, etc.

Tuesday, Feb. 18, 1975
by Ktaneth AnhdM

A couple of key wins and the Great Dane wrestling team travels to

Dorethca Brown (due to the flu) and

As in all other meets this season

He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would

In Italy in the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor

On Tuesday night the SUNYA

Russell Sage was hitting 28%. Beth

Can the Varsity Women's Swim

join your next forty years,

big change. The defense came up with

The Moderns and Mark

WNYT O.I

Rick's Dicks

Rick's Dicks

Humps

Humps

Mobster's Pride

Mobster's Pride

Overdrive

Overdrive

The APA Apaches squeaked past

The Specials killed off 8 penalties, including 6 consecutive minutes during

Dennis O'Toole scored two goals and assisted on a third, as "N'O" beat the

A scoreless second period was followed by a Stu Bell goal at 5:35 to make it
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SUNYAC Crown, NCAA Bid

In Jeopardy As Danes Lose

by Nathan Salant

The Albany State Great Danes varsity basketball team had its hopes for the 1978-79 SUNYAC Conference season die in a heavy Monday night loss to the Red Dragons of Oneonta. The game was held at the SUNYAC gymnasium in the Hall of Conference play.

The Red Dragons swept the Danes 66-51, making them possibly a slightly better team than the Danes. The Red Dragons are led by center Doctor Richard Sauers, who pumped in his crucial 15 points untracked in the early going, and we were finished.
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